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St Martin s Press, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In Tasha Alexander s novel The Counterfeit Heiress, after an odd encounter at a
grand masquerade ball, Lady Emily becomes embroiled in the murder investigation of one of the
guests, a sometime actress trying to pass herself off as the mysterious heiress and world traveler
Estella Lamar. Each small discovery, however, leads to more questions. Was the intended victim Miss
Lamar or the imposter? And who would want either of them dead? As Emily and Colin try to make
sense of all this, a larger puzzle begins to emerge: No one has actually seen Estella Lamar in years,
since her only contact has been through letters and the occasional blurry news photograph. Is she
even alive? Emily and Colin s investigation of this double mystery takes them from London to Paris,
where, along with their friend Cecile, they must scour the darkest corners of the city in search of the
truth.
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Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V

Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I
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